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Flat Burr Grinder

The Forté BG (Brew Grinder) is a highly 
durable, commercial ready grinder 
built to deliver precision-ground doses 
that show off  the intricacies of any 
brewed coff ee.
This is the grinder your barista uses to make those pour-overs you 
enjoy at the café. Designed as a commercial solution to multioff ering 
pour-over bars, the Forte BG is a feature-forward, high-capacity, near-
bulletproof grinder.
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Forté BG

Specifications

Accessories

Features

Burrs:
The Forté BG comes equipped with 54mm 
steel burrs that produce an accurate and 
consistent grind for a variety of manual 
and small batch brews. Our steel burrs 
were specifically designed to reduce fines, 
enhancing clarity of flavor in the cup. The 
broad grind range and narrow particle 
distribution (lack of fines) are the hallmarks 
of the superiority of the Forté BG burrs.

Intuitive Interface
The Forté BG allows you to dose by weight
or time. Our signature dose-by-weight is
accurate to the tenth of a gram. One touch
awakens the touchscreen. The 
touchscreen controls all operations with 
three programmable dose presets; the 
ability to switch between weight, time, and 
manual grinding modes; and start and stop 
buttons.

Grind Adjustment
An all-metal macro and micro adjustment 
system produces a positive feel and secure 
grind setting. The macro-adjust moves 
from fine to coarse grinding in 10 distinct 
and repeatable settings. A secondary 
micro-adjust further divides each of the 
10 macro steps into 26 distinct settings. 
These steps enable fine-tuning with ease, 
dialing in the exact grind for the preferred 
brew method being used. 

Recalibrating Burrs
The Forté BG is calibrated at the factory to
ensure an accurate range of grind. If
necessary, the Forté BG burrs can be easily 
recalibrated using the special calibration 
tool that comes with the grinder in order 
to tune the grind range for specific brew 
methods.

Cleaning
Burrs can easily be removed for cleaning
using the cast zinc tool that is included 
with your Forté.

54mm Ceramic Flat Burrs
(SOLD SEPARATELY)
54mm flat ceramic burrs are available top
customize the Forté BG. Both steel and 
ceramic burrs work great for all brew 

methods, but we understand that taste 
is subjective! If you prefer ceramic burrs, 
they are available for purchase in our parts 
shop!

Speed to Grind 1.3g/sec (#2Z) - 2.7g/sec (#10M)

Burrs 54 mm steel flat burrs

Bean Hopper Capacity 300 g (10.6 oz)

Grounds Bin Capacity 120 g (4.2 oz)

Weight 6.0 kg (13 lbs)

Product Dimensions (cm) 13 / 37 / 18 

Construction Material Cast Zinc

Available Colors

Designed & Engineered Seattle, WA

Manufactured & Assembled Taiwan

Burr Manufacturing Etzinger in Liechtenstein

Warranty 1-Year Manufacturer’s Warranty

Safety Listing UL/CSA/CE/EK

Certifications CB, ETL, cETL

Power Rating 100-120VAC 50/60 Hz, 130W
220-240VAC 50/60 Hz, 130W class I


